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The doll's e
eyye

A big day ffor
or baseball

by Marina Cohen

by Mary Pope Osborne

Discovering a glass eye in the empty attic
of a new home where she lives with her
dull stepfather and annoying stepbrother,
Hadley meets an eccentric baker before
finding a doll house replica of her own
home and making a wish that changes
everything she knows to be true.

Transported through time to 1947 to
participate in a history-making baseball
game, Jack and Annie don magical
baseball caps to bolster their skills while
learning what is so special about the
game and its star, Jackie Robinson.

The serpen
serpent's
t's shado
shadow
w : the
gr
graphic
aphic no
novvel
by Orpheus Collar
When Apophis, the chaos snake,
threatens to plunge the world into eternal
darkness, siblings Carter and Sade Kane
plan to use an ancient spell to destroy the
snake, but first must rely on the
murderous ghost of a powerful magician

The handbook
by Jim Benton
Jack likes to trash-pick, and when his
elderly neighbors move out and leave a
promising pile of refuse outside, he finds a
box that holds the Secret Parent's
Handbook that lets him and his friends
make the rules at home for a change

Mr
Mr.. L
Lemoncello
emoncello's
's gr
great
eat libr
library
ary
race
by Chris Grabenstein
Aspiring to join other lucky finalists who
are testing Mr. Lemoncello's fabulous new
game, Kyle researches interesting facts
about notable Americans only to stumble
on a few truths about his hero.

The silv
silver
er mask
by Holly Black
Continues the magical adventures of Call
and his friends in the Magisterium. Cowritten by the Newbery Honor-winning
author of Doll Bones.

Rapunz
apunzel
el and the lost lagoon
by Leila Howland
Bonding over their shared distaste for the
roles they are expected to play, Rapunzel
and her would-be soldier lady-in-waiting,
Cassandra, stumble on a secret lagoon
said to hold the key to the kingdom's
greatest power.

Eugenia Lincoln and the
une
unexpect
xpected
ed pack
package
age
by Kate DiCamillo
A cynical older sister who believes she is
too practical for frivolity receives the
unexpected gift of an accordion that she
attempts to sell, destroy and give away
before an unexpected solution comes to
light.

The L
Losers
osers Club
by Andrew Clements
Made an example of by a strict principal
who forbids reading in classes that
require attentive participation, Alec starts
a club of one, intending to devote
whatever time he can to his favorite
books.

The Calder
Caldera
a
by John Flanagan
Returning home for the annual warrior
competition, Hal and the Herons are
reunited with someone from their past
and embark on a high-risk mission to
rescue the Empress's son from pirate
kidnappers.

